
Challenge #1
The Find and Seek Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching, counting
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Instructions: Find five different objects from surrounding
nature.

Extra challenge: Organise them according to size from big
to small. 



Challenge #2
The Look Very, Very Carefully Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching

      

Instructions: Find something smaller than your thumb nail
from surrounding nature.



Challenge #3
The Run to the Trees Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: comparing

                           

Instructions:  Run  to  three  different  kinds  of  trees  and
back.



Extra challenge: Plan your route according to the size of
the trees from the tallest to the smallest.

Challenge #4
The Estimate and Go Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: estimating, measuring



Instructions: Go stand exactly half way between two trees.
Extra  challenge: Measure  the  distance  from  where  you
stood to the trees to check the accuracy of your estimate.

Challenge #5
The Leaves Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching, organising



Instructions: Find six leaves and organize them according to
their size from the biggest to the smallest. Place a stick
between the fifth and the sixth stick.

Extra challenge: Then organise the leaves by their colour.

Challenge #6
The Geometrical Shapes Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching



Instructions:  Find  a  geometrical  shape  from  the
surrounding nature.

Challenge #7
The Search for Symmetry Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching, symmetry



Instructions:  Find  three  different  symmetrical  objects
from surrounding nature.



Challenge #8
The Asymmetry Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: searching, asymmetry

Instructions:  Find  three  different  asymmetrical  objects
from surrounding nature.



Challenge #9
The Find a Dozen Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  1-> Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: observing, counting
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Instructions: Go and find a dozen of hard objects from the
surrounding nature. 

Extra challenges: 1.  Organize  your  objects  according  to
size.  2.  Compete  with  your  friends  in  who  does  this  the
quickest.

Challenge #10
The What Changed Challenge

Challengers:     

Players:  2-4 Challenge rating: 

Equipment: -

Special skills: observing

                             



Instructions:  One  player  changes  something  in  his/her
appearance while the other players close their eyes. After
looking the other players have see what has changed. The
one  who  knows  it  correctly  is  the  next  one  to  change
something.


